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3.5 stars I m like the creeper magnet GenGen puts the gen in
gentle, and she s tired of it She wants to be tough and have
self confidence to deal with the unwelcome men in her life like
the cheating ex boyfriend and the aggressively grabby guy in
management And then there s Lewis the gorgeous guy with the
supposed non girlfriend He s everything she knows she should
avoid, because with him, there d be no way she could protect
her heart Everyone thinks they can trample me That I m weak
and vulnerable I m not GenI loved this book This is the second
in the Blue series, and it pairs really nicely with the first book if
you ve read it If you haven t, there are plenty of spoilers since
the stories are happening concurrently so you might want to
read the first book before picking up this one Although the
books happen concurrently, the first book doesn t spoil this one
it just makes you want to read this one Anyway, on to Gen, one
of my new favorite heroines She s such a sweetie, and it s
tough to see how this lovely woman has been shaped by
unwanted advances from sleazy men The girl is gorgeous and
tries to downplay it, because men see her and want one thing
which she s not interested in until she meets equally gorgeous
Lewis Watching her grow in the book and gain self confidence
was wonderful She went through some tough hazing with her
co workers at the casino, which ended up being nothing
compared to the horrible scenes where she realized how
unsafe her work is if you re a beautiful young woman She had
some heart breaking moments, and I couldn t help cheering for
her as she found inner strength to fight for herself.It s easy to
see why Lewis falls for her, although there was a bit and I
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actually mean a lot of instant burning attraction at first sight and
second and third At first, I didn t like Lewis, because I thought
he had a girlfriend and was being a jerk for hitting on Gen
which is what we re lead to believe in the first book But, it turns
out Lewis and his non girlfriend, Mira, have a complicated
relationship that made me want to love him, too Although, I did
want to kick him at times when it came to how his handling of
Mira almost lost him one of my new fave gals As for the plot, I
liked the mystery of her father and the suspicious way of how
her mother could afford so many things I LOVED how Gen
entered and trained with Lewis to compete in an extreme
torture race to get some bravery and tough chick mojo flowing
The plot line with sexual harassment in an Old Boys Club
setting was really well done and respectful, and I could feel the
frustration and fear that Gen felt I loved the writing style and
Gen s character voice she s so vulnerable but funny and
frustrating, and we re right there in her thought process,
experiencing right along with her The romance is high heat with
the insta lust attraction although Gen does fight it There s no
cliff hanger with Gen and Lewis, but we do have a set up for
the next book with Mira and Tyler, which I can t see myself
wanting to read I wasn t a fan of their characters but I loved the
leads in this and the first book This book is going on my
favorites shelf Overall, this is a 5 out of 5 for me Originally
posted on my blog I received a review copy in exchange for an
honest and unbiased review. If you have read Deep Blue, this
is basically Gen s side of the story with what has captured her
focus, Lewis This read will follow all the major events that
happened in Callie s and Gen s It definitely seemed repetitive
since I read Deep Blue however knowing both girls had this
going on at the same time makes sense that it would be
brought up Gen and Lewis literally had a love lust at first sight
attraction When they felt or saw one another near, they felt the
magnetic pull Gen pushed her feelings or tried for Lewis aside
because of the type of relationship she saw him have with Mira
The evil scumbag boss, Drake, forces himself on Gen and she
tells herself that this is the last time she lets anyone think she
is weak To toughen her up and face her fears, she enters the
mudder contest Gen needs to train and gets saddled up with
Lewis Being close to him gets them both having to deal with
their feelings and other relationships This is my honest opinion
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based on ARC. Review originally posted at Ramblings From
This ChickBlue Crush is the second book in Jules Barnard s
Blue Series and can be read as a standalone I really enjoyed
this book and I liked the characters a lot I hadn t read the first
book in the series before reading this one, but I can t wait to go
back and read it This book takes place at the same time that
the first book does, but it is about Genevieve and Lewis while
the first book is about Cali and Jaeger I was drawn in instantly
with this story, and didn t put it down until I had finished This
one was a quick and enjoyable read, and I look forward to the
reading in this series.After finding out that her boyfriend
betrayed her, Genevieve Tierney decides to spend the summer
with her best friend Cali working at a casino to save money for
grad school She is determined to avoid men and relationships
and quickly makes friends with another casino employee,
Nessa Nessa introduces her to her friends, and Gen is instantly
drawn to Lewis Lewis however had a complicated relationship
with Mira, another friend of Nessa s Gen decides to try to stay
away from Lewis, but the connection between them is hard to
fight When Gen decides to sign up for the Alpine Mudder
Competition, she ends up with Lewis to help her train He was a
finalist in the competition a year before and knows how to help
her prepare As they train together, they find it impossible to
stay away from each other, and soon Lewis and Gen give in to
their passion Lewis might not be with Mira, but he does tend to
put her before others and it becomes an issue for his
relationships Can Lewis find a way to make Gen his top priority
and give their relationship a chance I really liked Lewis He was
strong and sexy, sweet and loyal He was fiercely protective of
Gen and Mira, and went out of his way to try to always look out
for them I thought that he let Mira get away with far too much,
but it was nice to see him care so much about her as well as
Gen I think he definitely should have handled a few things
differently, but he meant well and didn t always know what to
do Gen was strong and determined, but she was also insecure
at times and had a tendency to run first and ask questions later
She jumped to conclusions at times, but she had been hurt and
that was understandable I did like that she was able to
dedicate herself to doing something for her and that she took
the competition seriously She wanted to prove to herself that
she could do it, and I admired her determination a lot I also
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really loved that she refused to settle for less than she
deserved Regardless of her feelings for Lewis, she wouldn t
allow him make someone else his priority over her and put their
needs above her own I thought that Lewis and Gen had
amazing chemistry right off, and they were seriously hot
together But I also loved their playfulness and watching them
fall for each other as they trained together and got to know
each other.I have to say, I had an intense dislike for Mira right
from the start I didn t understand why Lewis put up with some
of her crap, regardless of what she had been through I
understand that she had it tough, but that doesn t excuse her
to act like a bitch and take over his life the way she did I am
curious to see what is between her and Tyler Cali s brother ,
but I am a bit skeptical on how I am going to get behind her
story Hopefully she can turn her life around and redeem
herself, but frankly she has a lot to make up for She took
advantage of Lewis s friendship and did a lot of things she
shouldn t have I will say that the ending of this story was also
pretty abrupt and I felt like even though things were happy for
now with Lewis and Gen, that their story felt unfinished to me
We are left with a cliffhanger, and that will get me to read the
next book alone despite the fact that it is Mira s story I would
recommend this book to NA fans, especially if you have read
the first book in the series I look forward to reading from Jules
Barnard in the future ARC Provided by Inkslinger PR 2 2.5
starsI was not convinced with Blue Crush, I just didn t get Gen
s point of view She came across as strong individual even
though she thought she is not For that reason itself I felt that
book didn t connect to me or made me feel anything as
compared to Tyler and Mira s story.Gen s convinced that her
mom is mooching of her BF s or she is earning through life in
not a right kind of way She doesn t share this info with anyone
even Cali whom she considers as her BFF But, she shares
most of her story or concerns of Lewis with whom she felt of a
physical attraction rather than emotional in the beginning The
most annoying part of the book is where our girl says this line I
don t know but I trust this guy, I just trust this guy won t hurt me
This pisses me off since there is no history between these two
yet she trusts him coz they share a sizzling physical attraction
Not convinced at all Gen s stance of being a priority in Lewis
life was really cool and I appreciated her strength in this

situation as she didn t let her heartache come in between her
judgment I couldn t find much to the story and certain elements
felt forced With respect to the characters, Lewis was an
amazing guy and was completely swoon worthy whereas gen
was tall, beautiful with a good hold on her emotional capability
Overall, it was an ok read I have read all three of her books
and found this one the least interesting for all the reasons
mentioned. What a great book Lewis he s mysterious and well
at first doesn t talk much And Gen well that girl just can t help
herself but look at all the yumminess that s Lewis, my gaze
flickers to Lewis, his hair sticking up in the front, a light sheen
on his chest from the sun and exertion His board shorts sit low
on his hips, every smooth abdominal muscle visible, including
the thick ones that disappear into his clothes The boy has no
sleuth when it comes to Gen He takes a gulp of water and
screws the cap back on, looking me over You have a sports
bra on under that Where s he going with this My extra large t
shirt covers me from neck to thighs, stopping ust above the
bottom of my boxy running shorts The sleeves bag out to my
elbows Attractive Yeahhh, I say hesitantly Can you take off
your shirt I love how protective oh Gen he was, his gaze turns
heated With my body No With yours I don t want any guy
seeing it, or having thoughts about it, or watching what we do
together I want that to be private and between the two of us
And I want to do it all, just so you know So when you re ready
really ready tell me I could totally see how a naked Lewis
would be a distraction while on the phone to your mother,
Alphine Mudder You should come It s in a couple weeks I yawn
Lewis slips out of bed and my thoughts congeal into a static
hum His naked body His a..what we did last night I love how he
can just take time off of work for Gen, he tosses the phone
over his shoulder I gave myself the morning off He drags the
sheet below my breasts and I run my hands over his shoulders,
the muscles of his arms I can t wait to read the other books in
this series. I received this book from the author in exchange for
an honest review I thought that this was a good fun New Adult
read It was exactly what I was expecting when I requested it
from the author I really liked Gen, and I love seeing personal
growth in characters and Gen had that in spades I love love
loved when she put her foot down with Lewis I don t like
heroines that are pushovers, and Gen certainly decided that

she wouldn t be that any The other thing that really set this
book apart for me, was that Gen didn t wait around hoping that
Lewis would stop making Mira a priority When she realized
what was going on, and how important they were to each
other, she didn t stick around To me this is what sets this book
apart from other New Adult novels, because most of the time
they whine and moan about the love interest and then finally
leave This book was about Gen finding herself, and her inner
strength and I thought that was great I would give the book 3.5
stars Thanks Netgalley for ARC3.65the book was good there
were some parts where I tought it was kinda slow but it the end
good Characters were just dancing around at the end but it all
worked out I didn t remember much from book 1 so I was kinda
lost. Gen S Cheating Ex Has Her Swearing Off MenOnly That
Doesn T Last LongBecause Lewis Steals Gen S Breath, Along
With Her Good Sense Lewis Is Six And A Half Feet Of Rugged
Hotness, And The Time Gen Spends With Him, The Naughty
Thoughts She Has Of Him But He Carries His Own
Relationship BaggageDespite The Logical, Safe Reasons She
Should Stay Away, Gen S Afraid Lewis Is The One Guy This
Good Girl Can T Resist You Ll Love This Story, Because Lewis
Will Have You Intermittently Fanning Yourself And Swooning
With His Sexy Approach To Convincing Gen They Re Right
For Each Other Grab It NowEach Book In The Men Of Lake
Tahoe Series Is A Standalone Story That Can Be Read In Any
OrderHard WoodBook JaegerMountain ManBook
LewisRebound RoommateBook TylerHookup MasterBook
ZachCocky PrinceBook Adam Click HERE To Sign Up For
Jules S New Release Newsletter You Ll Be The First To Learn
Of New Releases And Gain Access To Subscriber Freebies,
Including FREE Extra Scenes 3.5 stars Full review to come An
ARC was provided in exchange for an honest review.
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